the Dogs, Isle Declares Independence
By ERNESTO A. OSTRO
NC News Service
London—^(NC)—Hot on the.
heels of Rhodesia's, final break
with Britain has coma another
Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) —r This time
right in the middle of London.
The Isle of Dogs, 617 acres
and 11,000 souls in the heart of
the Kivef Thames dockland, has
informed Prime Minister Harold Wilson and his government
that the isle—really a peninsula
—is free and independent.
The UDI has, in the past several weeks, already inspired
more serious thinking about
inner-city problems than the
Greater London Council has
evinced for years.
The fiery imagination of a
dozen -or so leaders in this decaying semi-slum, where the
once - illustrious West India
docks now lie crumbling and
virtually deserted, has injected"
new life and determination
into the community.
The islanders, led by their
president, Ted Johns, a 37-yearold clerk, have been proclaiming for some time that theirs
is one of the most neglected
ares in London. Public transportation is hopelessly inadequate, they say; one of the two
local schools has been closed
for almost two years and children have to travel miles across
to the "mainland" every day.
"The choking grip of bureaucracy is strangling us," said
President Johns.
The bureaucrats are the Tower Hamlets local council, one of
many local governing units
within the Greater London
Council.
In a familiar pattern, public
services are neglected and private investment — whether in
housing or industry or business
— is discouraged. Meanwhile,
traditional industries — the
docks, gradually being replaced
by more modern facilities nearer the mouth of the River
Thames —are declining.
Appeals to the Tower Hamlets Council were answered
with polite assurances and inaction.
So the inhabitants declared
independence unilaterally, appointed Johns president and
named two prime ministers —
each a working dockhand, and
organized a symbolic blocking
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Father Raymond E. Brown,
S.S., is the first faculty member jointly appointed by traditionally Protestant Union Theological Seminary and t h e
Jesuit Woodstock College in
New York. The joint professorship may be the first shared by
Prptestant and Roman Catholic
seminaries in the U.S. Father
Brown, a New Testament scholar, will become professor of
Biblical studies in both faculties in July 1971. He now
teaches at St. Mary's Seminary
in Baltimore. (RNS)
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of the two drawbridges that
connect the peninsula to the
rest of London.
Prime Minister Wilson acknowledged their application
for. freedom, but declined to
cede independence.

Nor were the islanders all of
one mind. The declaration of
independence almost at once
spawned a loyalist faction,
swearing its fealty to Queen and
country.
President Johns answered the

loyalists with a proclamation
from government house:
"We are a democratically
elected government and we intend to do things for ourselvea
that the .authorities never did.

Our main priorities are better
transport services, better education, more shopping facilities,
and lower rents. For years
we've had to put up with appalling conditions. Now we're going to do something about it."

This
is a story about
the littlest Bank
we know.
Little, yes—but,
in terms of service,
we come on like gangbusters.
We're the only privately
owned and governed
commercial bank in metropolitan Rochester. None of
your impersonal, behindthe-scenes holding company
policies to get in the way
of the warm, considerate
service that's become
our trademark.
Three beautifully situated
offices now—and more in
the oven. More than 60
hard-working professionals
whose only business
is the careful management
of your money.
Take our checking accounts,
for example. They're free.
Really free. No strings
attached anywhere. Free
personalized checks,
no minimum balance.
No unsolicited lines-ofcredit built in, either.
We'll even pay your
bank-by-mail postage.
Both ways. Saves you time
and money—and keeps
your tongue from getting

unnecessarily sticky.
Fair enough?
Or, our loan policies.
Ask for one here without
that queasy feeling you're
liable to get anywhere else.
We'll do our level best for
you because we want our
money to work for you.
Our savings accounts
consistently yield the
highest available interest
rates, of course.
It's just good banking sense.
Something the littlest bank
has to have lots of.
And, naturally, we've got
the rest of the set:
Travelers checks,
savings bonds, money orders,
safe deposit boxes,
Christmas Clubs, bank
drafts, letters of credit,
collateral loans—
the works.
Bring us a few of your
tired dollars and watch
our smoke. If you think
Number Two tries harder
—hah! Just imagine what
Number Five is prepared to
do for you!
It's your move.
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